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LA Virgin Hair Imports Wholesale Indian Remy Hair

La Virgin Hair Imports wholesales Indian Remy hair.

Sept. 13, 2009 - PRLog -- In these times, everyone is looking to make some extra income. Make an
investment that has a remarkable return and can enhance ones natural beauty. Since hair is an important
feature defining ones overall persona, everyone’s concern is to maintain their natural beauty. Expose others
to a method of being natural while wearing extensions. 

Remy Hair is highly demanded thought-out the world. We supply the finest Indian Remy hair on the
market. Our textures range from naturally straight to kinky curly, We have a hair texture that will match
anyone’s hair type. We supply a variety of textures and colors including custom coloring.  We are open to
supplying all virgin hair application types.

Our Products are:
Single Drawn Virgin Indian Remy Hair
Weft Virgin Indian Remy Hair
Curly Virgin Indian Remy Hair
Straight Virgin Indian Remy Hair
Wavy Virgin Indian Remy Hair

Hand Tied Virgin Indian Remy Hair

Hallmark

Great Customer Service
Sales Support
Custom Products
Customer Satisfaction

We are one of the few companies that offer true wholesale prices for top quality hair in the United States
with the convenience of home. We are highly recognized in the hair community as one of the largest
importer/ exporter and manufacturers of Remy hair goods.  

Contact us 

323-758-8387 or visit
www.lavirginhairimports.com to learn more about hair extensions.

# # #

L A Virgin Hair Imports is a Los Angeles distributor that specializes in importing the finest quality virgin
human hair from across the world. We ensure our clients and licensed professionals with dependable Remy
hair for weave applications, hair peaces, and closure wigs.

We are extremely committed to finding the perfect match of hair for each of our clients. Unlike fake hair
found at your local beauty supply; L A V Hair Imports is founded on the principle to never imitate the
quality of natural hair. Each weft has been carefully selected for its texture and durability, and has never
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before been chemically processed. When you purchase hair from L A V Hair Imports- you are experiencing
shed-free, lice free, conditioned hair that can last you a lifetime!

--- End ---

Source James
City/Town ANYWHERE 
State/Province California
Zip 90047
Country United States
Industry Affiliate program
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